
Cultural quiz



Cultural quiz

Look at the following images. Which country am I?
The answer is either France, Germany, Spain or Italy

Write the correct abbreviation for each image.

France (FR)
Germany (GE)
Spain (SP)
Italy (IT)



1. Famous landmarks
a. b.          c.            d. 

7.     Snacks
a. b.          c.            d. 

2.    Flags 
a. b.          c.            d. 

8.     Famous people
a. b.          c.            d. 

3.     Food   
a. b.          c.            d. 

9.     Capital cities
a. b.          c.            d. 

4.     Maps
a. b.          c.            d. 

10.  Language: Good bye!
a. b.          c.            d. 

5.    Presidents
a. b.          c.            d. 

11.   Other countries who speak the  language?
a. b.          c.            d. 

6.   Language: Thank you!
a. b.          c.            d. 

12.     Festivals
a. b.          c.            d. 
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Argentina

Uruguay

Mexico

a.



Austria

Switzerland

b.



Belgium

Cameroon

Canada

c.



Switzerland

San Marino

Vatican City

d.



Festivals



La Tomatina

a.



Mardi gras

b.



c. Carnevale



Oktoberfest

d.



Cultural quiz: Answers
Famous landmarks:

a) GERMANY. The Brandenburg Gate in Berlin. Today it is considered a symbol of peace 
and unity in Europe.

b)   FRANCE. The Eiffel Tower in Paris. There are 1665 steps to the top!
c)   SPAIN. The Sagrada Familia Cathedral in Barcelona. It took 150 years to build!
d) ITALY. The Colosseum in Rome. It was built in ancient Rome between 72 and 86 BC by 

tens of thousands of poor slaves and prisoners. It seated 50 000 people and used to 
host Rome’s famous gladiator fights.

Flags:

a) GERMANY
b) ITALY
c) SPAIN
d) FRANCE



Cultural quiz: Answers
Food:

a) ITALY. Pizza - the international favourite.  In 2012, a group of chefs from Rome broke the 
world record for the largest pizza  with a massive pizza with a surface area of 13,580.28 
square feet.  Almost 20,000 pounds of flour and 10,000 pounds of mozzarella cheese were 
used to make it.

b) FRANCE. Escargots - snails – are often served as a starter with garlic and wine.  The science 
of breeding snails for food is called `heliciculture`.

c) GERMANY. Bratwurst are German sausages. There are many types of sausage in Germany 
and the country consumes on average 800 million sausages per year.

d) SPAIN. Paella is a Spanish rice dish with seafood and meat. Paella is a community food 
and associated with fun and fiesta. It is often shared directly out of the pan.

Maps:

a) ITALY. Italy shares its borders with France, Switzerland, Austria and Slovenia.
b) FRANCE. France shares its borders with Belgium, Luxembourg, Spain, Switzerland, Italy and 

Germany.
c) SPAIN. Spain shares its borders with Portugal and France.
d) GERMANY. Germany shares its borders with Denmark, Poland, the Czech Republic, 

Switzerland. Austria, France, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.



Presidents:

a) GERMANY:  Angela Merkel
b) SPAIN: Pedro Sanchez
c) ITALY: Sergio Mattarella
d) FRANCE: Emmanuel Macron

Snacks:

GERMANY. Haribo is a German sweet company. There are 25 different flavoured gummi sweets in 
total. For national sporting events they even make sweets in the colours of the German flag. 
ITALY. Ferrero Rocher is an Italian chocolate company. The company uses 25% of the world`s 
hazelnut production to make its famous chocolates. The secret ingredient is `lecithin` a fat whose 
qualities are supposed to help your memory and boost your mood. These chocolates really do 
make you happy.
SPAIN. Churros are a type of Spanish doughnut, sprinkled with sugar and cinnamon. Rumour has 
it that their shape was inspired by the horns of the ancient Spanish breed of sheep - the `churra`.
FRANCE. Croissants are often eaten as a breakfast snack in France. The word `croissant ` means 
`crescent` , named after its shape. The croissant in fact originated in Austria where it was called a 
`Kipfel` and was introduced to France by an Austrian army officer in the late 19th century.

Thank yous:

a) FRANCE
b) GERMANY
c) SPAIN
d) ITALY



Famous people:

a) SPAIN: Sergio Ramos, Spanish footballer and captain of his national team. He is 
the most capped player in Spanish footballing history and has scored a total of 
21 goals for his country in his career so far.

b) GERMANY: Ludwig Van Beethoven was German classical music composer. He 
wrote many famous symphonies and pieces of music during his lifetime. Sadly, 
later in lifehe became deaf and died in a thunderstorm at the age of 56.

c) FRANCE: Asterix is a well-known French cartoon character. The stories follow the 
adventures of a village of Gauls as they resist Roman occupation in 50 BC. They 
do so by means of a magic potion, which temporarily gives them superhuman 
strength. Asterix has a sidekick called Obelix.

d) ITALY: Pinocchio is an Italian character from a book, also made into a Disney 
film. Created by puppet maker, Gepetto, Pinocchio is a puppet whose nose 
grows longer when he tells lies. The book`s author, Carlo Carllodi, claims he 
based the character on naughty, spoilt children.



Capital cities:

a) GERMANY: Berlin. Between 1961 and 1989, Berlin was divided by a high wall into 
two halves - East Berlin and West Berlin - and you were not allowed to cross the 
border. There were big celebrations in the city last year to mark the 30th 
anniversary of the wall coming down. Parts of the wall still stand today but as a 
memorial not a barrier.

b) ITALY: Rome. One of Europe`s oldest cities, Rome has many old buildings and 
lots of colourful history. There are 280 fountains in Rome the most famous of 
which, the Trevi Fountain, gets 700,000 Euros worth of coins thrown into it each 
year by visitors. This money is collected and given to charity.

c) FRANCE: Paris. Sometimes known as the `City of Love`, Paris has many beautiful 
buildings, cafes and side streets. The River Seine divides the city into the left and 
right bank. Sadly, last year a big fire destroyed much of one of its most famous 
buildings - Notre Dame.

d) SPAIN: Madrid. Madrid is massive! It is the third  biggest city in Europe after 
London and Berlin. The city’s symbol on the coat of arms is a bear hugging a 
tree and there is a big statue in the city centre of this.



Goodbyes

a) ITALY
b) FRANCE
c) SPAIN
d) GERMANY

Other countries where language is spoken

a) SPAIN. Spanish is the world`s second most spoken language, after Mandarin Chinese. More 
people in the world speak Spanish than English.

b) GERMANY. Switzerland actually has three official languages, depending on its area: 
German, Italian and French. These are three of the countries it shares its borders with. 
Austrian German is sometimes difficult to understand as there is a strong accent and some 
of the words are different.

c) FRANCE. Cameroon is in Africa and had been colonised by the French before regaining its 
independence in 1960. The part of Canada where French is spoken is called Quebec. 
Canadian French has a distinct accent.

d) ITALY. The Vatican City is the smallest country in the world, measuring just 0.2 square miles. It 
is a city state situated in Rome and is the centre of the Roman Catholic Church and home 
of the Pope.



Festivals:

SPAIN. La Tomatina (the tomato festival)is basically the world’s largest food fight.  
Every year approximately 40,000 tomato enthusiasts visit the tiny Mediterranean 
town of Buñol in Spain to pelt each other with tomatoes.  It gets very messy!
FRANCE. Mardi Gras (fat Tuesday!) marks the last Tuesday before the Christian 
period of Lent before Easter. We call it Shrove Tuesday (or Pancake day!). In France 
there are colourful carnivals, parades, dressing up and music in the streets.
ITALY: Italy celebrates carnevale with a huge winter festival marked by parades, 
masquerade balls, entertainment, music and parties. Practical jokes are common 
during carnevale, hence the saying "a Carnevale ogni scherzo vale," which means 
"anything goes at carnevale". The most famous carnival parade is in Venice.
GERMANY. Oktoberfest (October festival) actually starts in the middle of September 
and is 16-18 days long. It takes place in the German city of Munich (home to the 
famous football club, Bayern Munich). Famous for its food and drink, particularly 
beer, it is visited by six million people from around the world each year.



1. Famous landmarks
a. GE      b.      FR        c.   SP         d.   IT

7.     Snacks
a. GE      b.      IT    c.      SP      d.      FR

2.    Flags 
a. GE      b.      IT    c.       SP     d.     FR

8.     Famous people
a. SP     b.    GE      c.       FR     d.       IT

3.     Food   
a. IT      b.   FR       c.    GE        d.   SP

9.     Capital cities
a. GE     b.      IT     c.     FR     d.     SP

4.     Maps
a. IT      b.      FR    c.      SP      d.    GE

10.  Language: Good bye!
a. IT      b.     FR     c.      SP    d.       GE

5.    Presidents
a. GE     b.     SP     c.      IT      d.     FR

11.   Which language?
a. SP    b.       GE   c.       FR     d.     IT

6.   Language: Thank you!
a. FR      b.      GE    c.      SP      d.     IT

12.     Festivals
a. SP     b.     FR     c.       IT     d.      GE



Year 6 Cultural Challenge
Either: Choose one of our four countries and design a poster 
about it. You are advertising the country to visitors so make 
sure you include facts and pictures about your chosen country 
and make your poster bright, colourful and interesting.

Or: Choose one of the quiz categories and research some 
more examples of your chosen category from other European 
countries.
• These can be done on paper or on a computer.

• Students joining us in September can give their Cultural Challenge to a language teacher  to 
earn a house point. 

• The best examples of both challenges will be displayed in the Languages Area.


